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In a series of viral TikTok videos, Drew Matthews (left) has recounted how his minister father, Bill
Matthews, wooed and married Drew's ex-wife Ana Lorena Matthews. (Video screengrab)

Despite marrying his son’s ex-wife, and allegedly grooming and dating her

while she was still married to his son, a Minnesota pastor remains in his

position. The pastor’s son, however, is now going public with the 14-year-

old, shocking story on TikTok—and his videos are going viral.
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Andrew (Drew) Matthews told The Roys Report (TRR) that he shared his

story on TikTok to warn others about spiritual abuse at his father’s

approximately 200-member, word-of-faith church—Solid Rock Church in

Elk River, Minn. Drew’s father, Bill Matthews is the lead pastor at Solid

Rock. And Drew’s former wife, now his father’s wife—Ana Lorena Matthews

—also serves as a pastor at Solid Rock.

Through a string of TikTok videos spanning months, Drew explained how

their family split apart after his father married Drew’s ex-wife, following

Drew’s mother’s death. Drew’s first video, which published last August, got

43K views. His second video, published four days later, attracted nearly

480K views.
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Since then, Drew has published 21 videos, unveiling the stunning story.

TRR tried multiple times to reach Bill Matthews through email and phone,

but he did not respond.

Give a gift of $30 or more to The Roys Report this month, and you will receive a

copy of “Jesus v. Evangelicals: A Biblical Critique of a Wayward Movement” by

Constantine Campbell. To donate, click here.

According to Minnesota Family Law Attorney Johanna Clyborne, Bill
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Matthews’ marriage to Ana Lorena may not be legal. This isn’t because of

Bill’s family connection to Ana Lorena. Clyborne said Minnesota is a “no-

fault” divorce state, and citizens are free to divorce and remarry as long as

they’re not related by blood or adoption.

However, Bill was reportedly counseling Ana Lorena at the time the two

began a romantic relationship. And Minnesota Statute 609.344 states that a

clergy member who engages in sexual activity with someone he’s regularly

counseling is guilty of third-degree criminal sexual conduct.

Clyborne noted, however, that the one Minnesota case that’s gone to trial

testing the law concluded the court had limited jurisdiction over spiritual

leaders due to the separation of church and state.
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Drew recounts his father’s grooming of
his ex-wife and marriage

According to Drew, in 2009, his mother, Mary, became sick with stage 4

cancer. While Drew was away serving in the military, his father, Bill,

relocated Lorena and the couple’s two-year-old daughter into Bill’s home to

look after his dying wife.

Then, when Mary died, Bill prophesied that God had a new wife for him:

Lorena.
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In another video, Drew gave an account of what his father said in the

hospital room right after Mary died.

“The first thing out of his mouth, when he walked in, was that God had

prepared for him a new wife—not to worry, everything was going to be fine,”

Drew told TikTok viewers. “God had told him she was going to die and that

God had already given him his new wife. Now keep in mind, that wife was

Lorena, and she was currently married to me when he was saying that,” he

finished.

At the time of his mother’s death, Drew and his wife were experiencing

difficulty in their five-year marriage. Lorena eventually filed for divorce. And

Drew claimed his father advised him to cooperate with the divorce.
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“Go ahead with the divorce, and if it is God’s plan, He will bring you back

together,” Drew claimed his father told him. “Little did I know he is already

dating her at this point.”

Drew said he will never forget the day he was told his dad would marry his

ex-wife. Drew and Lorena were still married at the time. His sister called a

family meeting, gathering all of Drew’s siblings, his father, and Lorena. Drew

said his sister asked her father, “Let’s talk about the elephant in the room . . .

We’re all curious about how you and Lorena seem to be having a

relationship.”

Four months later, Drew and Lorena divorced.
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Drew’s father and Lorena wed in January of the following year—only nine

months after Mary’s death. Drew and Lorena agreed to split custody of their

daughter 50/50.

Pastor Bill Matthews then became both grandfather to his son’s daughter

and her stepfather. And Lorena Matthews became both mother and

grandmother to her daughter.

Solid Rock Church then instated Lorena as a pastor to accompany Bill.

Although Bill told his congregation that God told him to marry Lorena, much

of the congregation left after the scandal, according to Drew.
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Drew claims his father had the process of onboarding Lorena planned for

months and prepped the congregation to accept the transition with

strategic sermons, revelations, and prophecies from God.

“Now they are married and pastor the church together. My daughter is

stuck in this abusive situation,” Drew said.

Bill Matthews’ concerning past

Bill Matthews has pastored Solid Rock Church for about 30 years, during

which several association turnovers occurred.

Replying to @girlyjillian #relationshipadvice 
#relationshiptrauma #divorce ...See more
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Solid Rock began as an Assemblies of God (AOG) church in 1977. In the

1990s, Solid Rock also belonged to the Association of Faith Churches and

Ministers (AFCM).

However, AFCM told TRR that the two organizations separated long ago.

Solid Rock also separated from AOG in 1997, but Bill kept the church and

parsonage.

In 2000, a judge dismissed a case against Bill, which claimed he allegedly

stole Solid Rock Church through amendments to the bylaws that eliminated

member voting rights.

https://www.gotquestions.org/Assemblies-of-God.html
https://www.afcminternational.org/
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:0c108db4-44a2-30f6-b164-11120fa3ec92
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Solid Rock Church in Elk View, Minnesota. (Courtesy image)

The judge dismissed the case without prejudice, saying the claims did not

fully meet a Minnesota court rule, requiring that allegations be stated with

sufficient detail.

In 2011 Bill pled guilty to a felony charge for stealing thousands of dollars

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:780afdaf-eae2-30be-997c-6f3feb3bdb07
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:9e6e73cc-fb61-372a-9c1f-9da8c5fecac0
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from his elderly mother-in-law. Court documents say he was convicted at

the misdemeanor level for Financial Exploitation of a Vulnerable Adult in

2012.

Clergy Sexual Abuse

The Matthews’ family affair not only raises questions about marrying family

relations, but also about clergy sexual abuse.

According to Attorney Clyborne, Minnesota law forbids clergy from sexual

contact with anyone he or she is counseling regularly, regardless of consent.

Even if Lorena had agreed to the relationship, sexual contact within a

ministerial relationship lacked true consent due to the disparity in power

between Bill and Lorena, and Lorena’s emotional vulnerability, Clyborne
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Bill Matthews (Video screengrab)

said.

She added that

when a person

in a position of

authority has a

romantic
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with a

vulnerable

person looking

to him for

spiritual
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guidance, the more powerful person is “acting as a predator in their role.”

Darryl W. Stephens, who teaches at Lancaster Theological Seminary and

gives workshops on clergy ethics, told TRR that sexual misconduct between

a pastor and someone in his care is “professional malfeasance,” not an

“affair.”

“The clergyperson has a duty to act in the best interests of the parishioner,

to maintain professional boundaries, and to refrain from using that

relationship to personal advantage,” Stephens said. “Sex in a pastoral

relationship violates the sacred trust of ministry.”

Sexual contact between counselors or “mental health professionals” and

https://darrylwstephens.com/about-ethics-considered/
https://www.lancasterseminary.edu/
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their clients is illegal in nearly every state in the US. However, only 13 states

included clergy in these laws in 2010, according to a study by Baylor

University.

The study, which remains the most recent public report on clergy

misconduct laws among US states, says that these laws, which have been

passed in Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,

Mississippi, New Mexico, North Dakota, Texas, South Dakota, Utah,

Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia—vary on how they are worded and

are widely debated on the state level.

A cult that ‘destroyed’ a family’s life

Drew Matthews said his dad’s church is a cult that “absolutely destroyed or

https://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/96096.pdf
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potentially could have destroyed my entire family’s life.”

When asked why he waited 14 years to tell his story, Drew told TRR that he

struggled with feeling ashamed and did not want the situation to affect his

daughter further.

Drew said it wasn’t until his daughter stopped visiting due to being

“groomed and alienated” that he took to social media.

A friend whose husband married her mother encouraged him to tell his

story. “She told me to sit down and do a 60-second video,” Drew said.

“I think opening eyes to this story could save a lot of people. Since this all

came out publicly, I have had so many people tell me stories of things that
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happened to them in these churches. I would absolutely consider it spiritual

abuse and not Christianity.”

Since the videos took off, Solid Rock has experienced a small surge of

negative Yelp reviews and a decreased Chamber of Commerce rating of 2.7.

Solid Rock’s only online presence—a Facebook page—has no reviews

setting, and public commenting is disabled. Its website is no longer active.

“No matter what, I’m not going to be silenced,” Drew said. “If I get zero views

or if I get one view, I’m not going to be quiet.”

https://www.yelp.com/biz/solid-rock-church-elk-river
https://www.chamberofcommerce.com/united-states/minnesota/elk-river/church/2001995500-solid-rock-church
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064323806318
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Jessica Eturralde is a military wife of 18 years and

mother of three who serves as a freelance writer, TV

host, and filmmaker. Bylines include Yahoo, Huffington

Post, OC16TV.
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So, Bill Matthews your ex daughter in-law is now your wife, your son is
now your wife s̓ ex partner and your grand daughter is now your step
daughter. Betrayal of the worst kind and on top that using “Gold told
me” as a cop out. Bill Matthews models 2 Peter 2Z14 very well “With

JACK BOB
MAY 9, 2023 AT 6Z20 PM
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eyes full of adultery, they never stop sinning; they seduce the
unstable; they are experts in greed—an accursed brood!”.

Reply

Honestly, if this basic storyline, even without details, were
incorporated into one of those Lifetime movies, and the church kept
functioning on any level, nobody would watch because it would be
waaayy too far fetched to ever happen. And yet this man has lived it.

His father / pastor is a wolf in sheepʼs clothing. His wife may have been
vulnerable to the father-in-law s̓ advances but she is also in the wrong
and needs to repent. It sounds like the son s̓ delay was done due to
misplaced loyalty of some sort as to family relations. Your father
destroyed your nuclear family and you owe him no loyalty in this
scenario.

Perhaps this is what comes of being raised and conditioned to believe
in authoritarian pastors. This so-called pastor knows exactly what God
wants. And no surprise, it s̓ exactly what he wants! People need to be
wise as serpents. That emphasis and wisdom has been lacking in the
church.

LINDA OLSEN
MAY 9, 2023 AT 7Z57 PM
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I feel so sorry for the young daughter/granddaughter.
stepsister/stepdaughter.

Reply

The state rightly recognizes that he is the culpable one as the
person in authority and the person giving spiritual counsel. I wish
all states had laws on the books naming that it s̓ illegal for clergy
people to be in relationships with people who are under their
counsel. The fact that he moved her into his house shows the
power and control he had over her the whole time to manipulate
and groom. She is a victim of his power and control. He had
declared this to be the will of God- and she is in a system where
he has the ultimate say. We wouldnʼt blame kidnapping victims
and we shouldnʼt blame her.

Reply

So similar to Paulʼs rebuke in I Corinthians 5: “ Everyone has heard that
there is sexual immorality among you. This is a type of immorality that

JEN MANLIEF
MAY 10, 2023 AT 3Z47 PM

ROBERT SIMPSON
MAY 9, 2023 AT 8Z18 PM
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isnʼt even heard of among the Gentiles—a man is having sex with his
father s̓ wife! 2 And youʼre proud of yourselves instead of being so
upset that the one who did this thing is expelled from your community.
3 Though Iʼm absent physically, Iʼm present in the spirit and Iʼve
already judged the man who did this as if I were present. 4 When you
meet together in the name of our Lord Jesus, Iʼll be present in spirit
with the power of our Lord Jesus. 5 At that time we need to hand this
man over to Satan to destroy his human weakness so that his spirit
might be saved on the day of the Lord.”

Reply

This came to mind for me as well.

Reply

I have no words.
The atrocities pastors are getting away with every day could fill
volumes.
They are blind guides, wolves who live off the sheep and betray others

GORDON HACKMAN
MAY 10, 2023 AT 3Z03 PM

PAM GRAHAM
MAY 9, 2023 AT 8Z40 PM
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for their own gain. The amount of pride, lust and greed oozing from
this situation is enough to make me sick. Thank you for reporting. Itʼs
so heavy though, so frustrating.

Reply

Sounds like I Corinthians 5Z1 in reverse — instead of “a man has his
father s̓ wife,” a man has his son s̓ ex-wife. Either way, Paul
condemned such relationships as “sexual immorality . . . of a kind that
even pagans do not tolerate.” And, in subsequent verses, the apostle
gives clear instructions about how a church should respond.

Drew Matthews needs our prayers for what he describes, in
appropriately dark humor, as “you canʼt make this stuff up.”

Reply

It sounds like he “had” her before she was is “ex-wife”. he was
pursuing the relationship and declaring that the Lord has a new

CEC MERZ
MAY 9, 2023 AT 8Z40 PM

JEN MANLIEF
MAY 10, 2023 AT 3Z48 PM
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wife for him LONG before the divorce.

Reply

As things stand, we have at least two crucial factors in play, where this
interplay should give pause. Firstly, marital relationship breakdown and
consequent divorce: very often involve the partners to that
relationship, offering very different testimony about the whys and
wherefores of the breakdown; and where the pain and despair of the
breakdown can introduce unreliability into the testimonies of one or
both partners. Secondly, testimony led out on social media, can and
often does become self-affirming and self-proving, and this across
complex well-documented dynamics.
Events may have been exactly as Drew has it in his online testimony.
However any expert in cross-examination could raise serious doubts
about many details of that testimony, and on very sound ground. In
that regard, allowing ourselves to be drawn into simply accepting
Drew s̓ testimony, in the absence of secondary corroboration of such
details, carries significant risks. One such detail is what Drew claims
his father said on his wife s̓ passing. Another is a degree of conflation
of relationship and affair; in the absence of corroboration that a sexual
relationship was occurring at a particular time. Again, what was
involved in “grooming” and “locating” would have to be laid out in

COLIN BOWMAN
MAY 10, 2023 AT 3Z12 AM
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detail and then corroborated.
On the other hand, if Drew has truth on his side, then what he is doing
is incredibly brave and hard. Albeit I have concern for the daughter, if
caught in conflicting views offered by significant others.

Reply

the devil doesnʼt need an advocate here. there are reporters who,
Iʼm sure, looked into the viability of the claims (and talked to
people other than just the son).

Reply

Jen. Maybe you are right. TRR journalism aspires to high
standards. Iʼm just hard-wired to think like an advocate or
defender.

Reply

JEN MANLIEF
MAY 10, 2023 AT 3Z50 PM

COLIN BOWMAN
MAY 10, 2023 AT 5Z11 PM
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He stole the church, his dying wifeʼs motherʼs money and his own
son s̓ wife. The curse on this church goes back to Hoogenboom and
his consigliere Mapson.

Reply

This is what happens when you rely on so-called prophecy and
personal words from God instead of relying on scripture to govern your
behavior.

Reply

Wow. Just. Wow. Of course, this is the logical outcome of the
prosperity gospel heresy that plagues much of American Christianity.
Richard Foster has written that almost all sin flows from three
categories: money, sex, and power; and this has all three. This
“pastor” is a false prophet who slanders the gospel of Christ.

SCOTT WOODS
MAY 10, 2023 AT 4Z06 AM

MJ BELKO
MAY 10, 2023 AT 4Z34 AM

BOB MAYER
MAY 10, 2023 AT 10Z13 AM

http://onlyvisitingthisplanetsite.wordpress.com/
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Reply

In many ways the evangelicals have become the Catholic Church.
Pope-cardinals-bishops-priests and do not challenge their standing
with god. God talks to them and we are guided by their words. Sounds
like the same as pastor-and you better not challenge anything they
say. Especially if they are richer than you. Everything they say is
directly from god to rock star pastor to you and you be damned to
challenge us. Wake up people. Small local churches and do not be
afraid to say to any pastor “I donʼt agree with you and this is a word of
knowledge from god to me”. Just read TBN blew 130 million on a
theme park. Now selling land. Thatʼs a lot of tithes going for Gods
work. Err I mean someone s̓ pocket. Hey olsteen ya figure out how
600k in cash ended up in a bathroom wall yet? People if you survived
the eighties and the grifters on TV then wake up.

Reply

I am all kinds of disturbed about this but what shocks me the most
isnʼt Bill Matthews because there will always be narcissistic perverts

GARY WEIGEL
MAY 10, 2023 AT 11Z00 AM

TYLER ROSENQUIST
MAY 10, 2023 AT 11Z10 AM

http://www.theancientbridge.com/
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out there, but all the people who sit there in the congregation week
after week paying him to represent God who are allowing this to
continue–plus the guest speakers who I see coming to this church to
preach. Preaching, I guess, about everything except repentance.

Reply

Thank you Tyler for speaking about the people who enable this
behavior and never confront but automatically accept what is
being said from the pulpit because itʼs the pastor saying it…

Reply

I still canʼt wrap my mind around this. Is this the church or the plot of a
bad Lifetime movie?
Lord, come quickly.

Reply

CATHY LEWIS
MAY 10, 2023 AT 2Z31 PM

MARIN HEISKELL
MAY 10, 2023 AT 12Z10 PM

https://www.christiantherapyservices.com/
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Surely this is an abominable act regardless of the perpetratorʼs
occupation?

Should the headline “Plumber marries his sonʼs wife” be any worse
than the actual headline “Pastor marries his sonʼs wife”?

I donʼt live in Minnesota or watch Tik Tok but this incident seems more
mainstream news rather than religion.

Reply

“However, Bill was reportedly counseling Ana Lorena at the time the
two began a romantic relationship.”

Why was a father-in-law counseling a daughter-in-law at all? That s̓ an
obvious conflict of interest. Are there no other pastors in Minnesota
who could counsel this woman? No licensed mental health
professionals in Minnesota? It appears that dad could have had his eye
on the son s̓ wife long before he started “counseling” her.

LARRY STATTEN
MAY 10, 2023 AT 12Z42 PM

AMY KRAMER
MAY 10, 2023 AT 4Z12 PM
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Reply

This is definitely a WTAF story. Well reported. Clear and well-written.
But now I feel dirty having read it. What is wrong with people!?

Reply

The Roys Report seeks to foster thoughtful and respectful
dialogue. Toward that end, the site requires that people use their
full name when commenting. Also, any comments with profanity,
name-calling, and/or a nasty tone will be deleted.

Comments are limited to 300 words.

Leave a Reply

Enter your comment here...Enter your comment here...

SONJA HALLER
MAY 10, 2023 AT 5Z34 PM
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